T raditional portfolio techniques often t:iil in times ot financial stress or instability, when volatilities and correlations tend to increase. When it is most needed, the cushioning effect of portfolio diversification on total risk is hii^hly overstated. When investors use ii mean-variance optimization procedure to construct portfolios, they face the negative effects of estimation risk. This kind of risk emerges when the expected risk aiid return parameters deviate from the true generated figures in a particular period. The result is suboptinial active positions, which can lead to lower returns. Michaud [1989] states that mean-variance optimized portfolios are "estimation error niaximizers." Mean-variance optimization significantly overweights securities that have high estimated returns, negative correlations, and small variances, and underweights those with low estimated returns, positive correlations, and large variances. When in times of financial distress, both volatilities and correlations tend to temporarily move away trom their long-run averages, the negative effects of estimation risk increase even more. C^hovv et al. [1999| address this problem by introducing a procedure that identifies multivariate outliers. These outliers can be used to construct portfolios that give a better representation of risk during unstable and volatile times. The authors show there is a big difference in terms oi optimal weights between the mean-variance moclel that tises the ftill covariance matrix and one that distinguishes some kind ot regime, in this case good or bad times. Chow et al. [ 1999] present optimal portfolio weights, but provide no evidence on the performance and risk of the portfolio. We test whether the distinction in risk characteristics between good and bad times leads to better returns than a standard optimization procedure that uses the fiall covariance matrix. After all, the investor is interested only in a positive information ratio (IR).
We split global portfolio data into quiet and turbulent times in order to uncover the specific risk characteristics that are present in such times. Comparison of two strategies to generate optimal portfolios under a regimeswitching strategy lets us test the theory. Transaction costs eat up much of the excess returns.
MULTIVARIATE OUTLIER APPROACH
In turbulent times, assets react quite differently trom c|uiet times. Equities, for instance, have a higher risk and correlation in unstable times. This can affect the risk of both institutional and private investor portfolios. PortfoHo risk increases with increasing volatilities and correlations.
Chow et al. |1999| show how to capture these effects and use them to get better insight into the risks of a portfolio. They use a statistical procedure, the distance function, to determine whether a period can be seen as stable or unstable. They do this by identifying niultivLiriate outliers over a certain time. These outliers represent ;i set ot contemporaneous (asset) returns that are rather unusual.
For example, one asset return at rime t may deviate so far from its mean that it qualifies the whole set of asset returns at time t as an ontlier. Or. a pair of highly correlated returns may behave so differently from each other in a period that they can be regarded as unusual.
The appendix describes the distance function. This method allows calculation ot both a stable and a stress covariance matrix based on normal and outlier observations. These matrices have their own risk characteristics that can be used in the optimization process. The weighted sum of these two covariance matrices is ec]ual to the original tull-sample covariance matrix. Such a regimeswitching methodolog\-results in different optimal portfolio weights from the standard mean-variance optimization procednre.
Chow et al. [ I999| do not show whether this technique can add value for investors in terms ot pertbrmance. Difference in porttolio weights could produce better performance in both stable and bad times, because in bad times the regime-switching strategy wotild allocate a higher portion of the portfolio to a safe haven such as bonds.'
DATA AND SUMMARY STATISTICS
To get a feeling for the kind ot risk characteristics embodied in several assets, we apply this method to calculate the risk parameters tor a six-asset portfolio troni January 1976 through Decemher 2002. Exhibit I displays the six asset classes in the portfolio. It can be considered a realistic approximation of the porttblios many institutional investors use as their benchmark.
The assets in the portfolio are domestic ecjuity (S&P 500 from an U.S. investors point of view); tbreign equities (MSCI Japan and MSCl Europe); domestic bonds (Lehman U.S. Aggregate); commodities (Goldman Sachs C^ommociity Index); and real estate (NAREIT All). The foreign equities are unhedged, implying that currency returns are included in the total returns of these assets. Throughout the analysis we use this constant-mix portfolio as a benchmark against which to measure our optimization strategies.
Exhibit 2 displays the risk characteristics for both the tlill-sample portfoho and the portfolio that distinguishes good and bad times. We identify bad times (i.e., the multivariate outliers) by selecting the outer 10% of the total multivariate distributi<.)n. This means that the inside observations (90% ot the distribution) represent the good Exhibit 2 indicates that correlations between assets in the regime-switching strategy differ substantially from the standard ftill-sample methodolog>'. The correlation between the Lehman U.S. Aggregate and the other assets is higher in good times than the same correlations for the tuU-sample matrix. The correlation between the Lehman U.S. Aggregate and the MSCI Europe increases from 0.21 to 0.29. The same holds for the Lehman U.S. Aggregate versus the S&'F 500 (from 0.27 to 0.36). The correlations between real estate and equities (U.S. and Europe) are lower (from 0.53 to 0.42 for the US. and from 0.38 to 0.30 for Europe).
The opposite result is seen in comparison of correlations between bad times and the full-sample period. The correlations between fixed-income and the other assets, except MSCI Japan, decline dramatically (fk)m 0.27 to 0.12 for the S&P 3(HI versus fixed-income). Correlations between commodities and foreign equity and real estate also decline.
Declining correlations between equities and fixedincome in times of stress are also found by Gulko |2002]. He shows that in times of financial stress or contagion correlations between equities and bonds decouple from a positive relation into a negative one, and thus enhance the benefits of portfolio diversitlcation. Volatilities also are dependent on the regime. Volatilities in bad times are 50% to 80% higher (e.g. tixed-income and U.S. equities) than in the full-sample statistics. In good times, volatilities can drop to 80%) of the full-sample number (e.g., real estate).
Exhibit 2 does not confirm the general view that correlations between equities tend to increase in bad times. Correlations are generally expected to increase because there is a greater probability in bad times of contagion across markets (recall the Asian crisis in 1998 and the effects of the attacks on September 1 1, 2001). 
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Longin and Solnili |2(IOl| find the correlation of liirge negative returns in international stock markets to be much greater than would be expected by inultivariate normahty. These hndings also hold tor the correlation oi large positive returns, which implies that correlations among equities in ontlier situations behave differently from expected multivariate normality.
Exhibit 3 shows the historical transition probabilities of going trom one regime to another the next month. The definitions ot an unstable regime in this example are the outliers based on the outer boundary that excludes 10% of the multivariate distribution.
The chances in this transition matrix are ot course highly dependent on the cutotl value taken to identify' a unstable regime. This means that the number of outliers we should expect from a theoretical point of view (i.e., the cutoff value used to define a multivariate outlier) approximates the outliers that occurred empirically. Exhibit 3 shows that when a unstable regime occurs, there is a bigli probability of going into a stable regime the next mondi (73%).
FORTEOLIO OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES
To implement tbc rcgime-swdtching tecbnitjue troni an investor's point of view, we apply an out-ot-sample backtesting procedure. We conduct a backtest m mean tracking error space, as most institutional iin'estors have to comply with a particular benclimark. We calculate the excess return of two portfolios created using diflerent strategies to derive the optimal mix in order to determine tlie added value of the regime-switching technique. The tu'st portfolio optimization strategy, also called the standard optimization strategy, uses a fiill historical sample to generate the input parameters. The second strategy tries to identify liow much value can be added it one already knows what kind of regime will occur next month. This strategy thus assumes perfect foresight with respect to the occurrence of either a good or an unstable regime.
The input parameters consist of the historical risk and return numbers characteristic of a quiet or an unstable regime. This means we use only these simple historical return and risk characteristics to forecast the future.
The backtest procedure for the standard portfolio works as follows:
• At the end of each month, we construct an optimal portfolio to be measured against the benchmark in Exhibit 1. The optimal portfolio is derived using a 120-inonth historical mllmg window. This means that on December 31,, 1985, we use a historical dataset running from January 1976 through December 1985. From this dataset we calculate historical returns, standard deviations, and correlations, and use this as a forecast to construct our optimal portfolio weights for the next month. A maximum deviation of 10 percentage points from the benchmark weights is allowed, together with a maximum risk contribution to the tracking error of 33%. Short-selling is prohibited. • This portfolio is held tor one month. At the end of the month, the excess return of the portfolio is calculated.
• At the close ot the month, tbe procedure is repeated, and a new portfolio is generated. We follow this procedure from January 1986 through December 2002.
The procedure tor the second strategy' differs in a few respects. First, we assume we know what kind of regime will occur the next month. This does not mean we know what the returns will be; it tells us only whether a good or an unstable regime will occur. Second, the input parameters for this strategy are tbe bistorical return vector and covariance matrix that represent the accompanying regime. We calculate the returns t)t both strategies with and without transaction costs.'
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We compare the two strategies for several cutofT values and tracking errors. A cutoff value can be defined as an X% boimdary of the multivariate outliers. Exhibit 4 presents the results in terms of excess return and risk for portft)lios with cutoff values ranging from 10% to 5( 1% and crackini^ errors from 1% to 3%. In these results, transac- There are a few dirterenccs between the standard optimization strategy and the perfect toresight strategy. First, it is of great importance to choose the right multivariate boundary. If the boundary is set too high (e.g.. 20% or higher), the differences between the stable and the unstable covariance matrix become small. The reason tor declining information ratios at higher boundaries can be found in smaller differences in the risk parameters.
If the boundary for outliers increases, more observations are included in the bad times regime. As a result, there is less of a difference between correlations and standard deviations. This means there are snialk'r differences in bets derived using the regime-switching strategy or the standard optimization strategy, and thus more similar performance. Only strategies with low cutofl values (e.g., 10%) result in higher information ratios than the standard optimization strategy.
Second, the performance (in terms of IR) ot the perfect foresight strategy in most cases increases with the ex ante risk level. Notable exceptions are the 10% and 20%) cutoff values with ex ante risk levels exceeding 2%. This is most likely because of the larger bets that can be taken at higher risk levels (until the bets reach their imposed constraints). Ultimately, the ex post realized risk is higher than the ex ante expected risk.
'f he reason is that we have to deal with the negative effects of estimation risk. This is the risk that the true return and risk parameters are diHerent from the expectations at the beginning of the period, which can lead to different portfolio weights.
Satchell and Hwang |2()011 explain that ex ante and ex post tracking error always differ, since portfolio weights are ex post stochastic in nature. For portfolios witli a maximum ex ante risk of 3%. the realized risk is lower, however, mainly because of restrictions on the maximum size of a bet (10%i) and the short-selling restrictions.
Exhibit 5 shows all information ratios of the regimeswitching strategy, airain in the absence of transaction costs with perfect foresight, 'f he plot shows there is a negative relation between the information ratio and the eutofl" value. When the cutoff value rises, the information ratio declines, and vice versa. With respect to the ex ante risk level, the information ratio shows a slight U-shape for high cutoff values, stays roughly tlie same for medium cutoff values, and shows a reverse U-shape for low eutofl values.
Exhibit 6 reveals that the results after transaction costs change dramatically. Only the strategy with a maximum ex ante tracking error of 2% and a cutoff value of lO' Xi shows marginally better performance than the standard strategy. The switching strategy has a higher turnover EXHIBIT 6 (.itid thus additional tratisactioti costs) thati chc statidatxl strategy because large shifts between assets occur here more frequently due to the changing regimes. The mformatioi) ratios ot the switching strategy are positive only when cutoft values are very low (i.e., under 111%), Exhibit 7 graphs the information ratios for the regimeswitching strategy after transaction costs. It sliows that most intormation ratios are close to zero or even negative.
Return and Risk Characteristics-With Transaction Costs
A comparison of Exhibits 5 atid 7 shows that the potential advantage of ttsing diflerent risk input parameter'; IS reduced by the high transaction costs resulting from this strategy.
To provide more insight into the behavior of portfolio weights through time. Exhibit 8 compares portfolio weights oi the regitne-switching strategy with those ot the standard optimization strategy'. In turbulent times (such as 20*1*1-2(102), the regitne-switching strategy allocates on average more to tixed-income, real estate, and commodities tliati the standard strategy. The strategy also favors Japanese equities it) these times. The opposite t>ccurs in good tunes, hi tlicse periods, European equities receive more exposure than iti the standard strategv'. The weights of fixed-income, commodities, and real estate show the opposite behavior.
The advantages ot the regime-switching strategy are most visible when we look at one specihc month that can be regarded as an outlier. Exhibit 9 shows, for example, the ditiereticcs in portfolio weiglits tor such a niultivariate outlier month. September 2002, based on a cutoff strategy of 10%. In this month, financial markets all over the world dropped substantially The regime-switching strategy, however, had more exposure to fixed-income in this month, wliicii resulted in outpertormance of 252 basis points over the standard optimization strategy.
Finally, we calculate tlie cumulative total excess performance of the regime-switching strategy over time. These results are displayed in Exhibit 10. The actual outliers during this period were a litde higher than ex ante expected (10%), Tins is in line with the findings in Chow et al. [1999] . On average 12.3%) of the observations were identified as outliers. The first two years of the 1990s in particular show a lot of turbulent months.
Note that a bad or turbulent month does not necessarily mean that the return in that month is negative, because no distinction is made between positive and negative outliers.-^ The cumulative excess return (against the standard optimization strategy) of the bad times alone is 10.12%, while the good times earned -3.63%) on a cumulative basis. Making a distinction between turbulent and less turbulent times seems to pay off. Mostly in bad times, the asset mix of the regime-switching strategy differs significantly from that of the standard optimization strategy. This results in more exposure to fixed-income, commodities, and real estate, which may be seen as a kind of safe haven.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In turbulent times we see a tendency of changing eorrekitions and volatilities among assets. Safe havens such as bonds, commodities, and real estate can be identifK'd in these stressful periods. The latter asset classes (together with Japanese equities) are usually overweighted, while European and U.S. equities are underweighted in these periods.
We have demonstrated, under the assumption of perfect foresight with regard to the prevailing regime, how much value can be added in terms of information + 252 bp ratio by using a regime-switching strategy instead of the standard mean-variance optimization strategy.
There is an advantage, however, only when very low cutoff values are used. After accounting for transaction costs, a substantial part of the positive excess return EXHIBIT 10 Excess Return in Bad Times and Good Times disappears. This means that in the real world the itiforniation ratio will probably be even lower-investors obviously do not have perfect foresight.
APPENDIX

Explanation of Distance Function Used to Find Multivariate Outliers
A HiultivLiriLtte outlier is identified when in a certain month the whole set ot^ returns diveri^cs from a prespecificd statistic culled the distance function, calculated as follows; Distance^ = (X^ -U^) I' (X^ -U^)' where: Distance = vector distance frotn tiutltiv,iri:ite mean at time t; Xj -vector of series at time t; U = tnean vector ot return series X ; and X -covariance niattix of return series X^.
We jssunie that the return series X^ is normally distributed with a meati return vector of U^and a covariance matrix of X, The distance statistic has a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equaling the number of return series. The chi-square value for a six-asset portfolio that identifies a multivariate outlier when it exceeds, for example, the outer 10% of the distribution is 1(1.64. When the value of the distance function for a certain return series (X) is higher than this prespccified tolerance level, the return series for month t represents a multivariate outlier.
